Task-switching costs promote the evolution of division of labor and shifts in individuality
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*Division of labor is a strategy used by a diverse set of biological groups, ranging in size and complexity from microorganisms to humans (1–13). Within human economies, Adam Smith considered the avoidance of task-switching costs to be a significant benefit resulting from division of labor (14). However, task-switching costs, such as cognitive overhead (12), travel time to a new location (9, 10), and costs associated with morphological alterations (15), are also present within other organic systems. As proposed by Dornhaus (16), we explore whether the avoidance of task-switching costs promotes the evolution of division of labor. This is a challenging topic to study in natural settings, owing to sparse phylogenetic data with missing intermediate states, as well as the inherent difficulty of inferring nonmorphological forms of division of labor from the fossil record (refs. 16 and 17; but see ref. 18). Although there have been pioneering laboratory selection experiments involving the propagation of large collections of groups of organisms (19–21), even microbes with short generation times are still difficult to track over long evolutionary periods.

Here, we perform experimental evolution on digital organisms, which compose a model system that exhibits open-ended evolutionary dynamics with rapid generations. Specifically, we use the Avida digital-evolution platform (22), previously used to study topics including the evolutionary origin of complex features (23), adaptive radiation (24), and the evolution of altruism (25). Within Avida, organisms are fully functional computer programs that must self-replicate to survive in a user-defined environment where they are subject to mutations and natural selection. A digital organism executes its genome on a virtual central processing unit (CPU), allowing it to perform computations, self-replicate, and interact with its neighbors or environment in a variety of ways. Digital evolution enables us to start with a set of groups of organisms, impose task-switching costs upon individuals, and observe in real-time whether the groups evolve to exhibit more or less division of labor. Using Avida, we can also investigate how groups that perform division of labor evolved to coordinate tasks. Although we provide several potential coordination mechanisms, including spatial information and communication capabilities, the ways in which the organisms evolve to make use of these mechanisms, either individually or in concert, is open-ended.

We created worlds consisting of 400 competing “colonies,” each containing up to 25 clonal organisms. Colony fecundity is based on the speed at which its members accumulate resources. Nine types of resources are available, each associated with a distinct Boolean logic function (Table 1) (23) that the organism must export to uptake the resource. The resources are set up in a virtual chemostat. Each resource has a constant inflow rate of one unit per update (an update is the standard unit of time in Avida; organisms receive, on average, 30 CPU cycles per update and live for 5–20 updates), while at the same time 1% of the available resources flow out, limiting total accumulation to 100 units. When an organism exports the result of a function, it takes up 5% of the available resource associated with that function. A colony that collects a designated number of units of resources (of any type) divides into two colonies, replacing a random competing colony. As a result of resource scarcity, colony performance is improved if, collectively, its members target multiple resource types. Organisms can evolve to accomplish this objective anywhere along the continuum from generalists to specialists. A perfect generalist organism could sequentially export each logic function, collecting multiple types of resources in series, whereas a perfect specialist organism repeatedly targets a small subset of available resources, relying on other colony members to acquire additional resource types. The specialist dynamic is analogous to honey bee colonies where bees specialize on collecting nectar from one type of flower but collectively gather nectar from all flowers in their habitat (9, 26). Experimental runs are seeded with organisms that grow into colonies capable of collecting just the resource associated with the NOT function, eventually gathering enough of it for the colony to replicate. Organisms within a colony are clonal; mutations occur only during colony division. Over time, colonies...
evolve organisms that perform different types of logic functions, potentially engaging in strategies to coordinate task allocation and thus perform division of labor. Because of the clonal nature of the group, evolved division of labor strategies cannot rely on genetic heterogeneity. Instead, their polyphenism must arise from stochasticity or plasticity to environmental heterogeneity. Because organisms can send messages to one another, this environmental heterogeneity may be created by the organisms themselves.

Results and Discussion
We created three treatments that vary the penalty organisms pay for changing types of tasks (i.e., exporting solutions to different logic functions): a control (with no costs), a moderate-cost treatment (requiring organisms to wait 25 CPU cycles each time a different type of task is exported), and a high-cost treatment (requiring a delay of 50 CPU cycles). We replicated each treatment 50 times and used Shannon mutual information [as proposed by Gorelick et al. (27); see Materials and Methods] to measure the amount of division of labor that evolved within the colonies. Table 2 summarizes our results. For our initial treatments, we required colonies to collect 500 units of resource to replicate. Trials with higher task-switching costs evolved more division of labor (Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison, $P = 0.005$). Fig. 1 depicts the phenotypes of three colonies: an ancestral colony, a typical colony that evolved a generalist strategy in which all organisms export the NOT task exactly once. (A) A colony that evolved a division of labor strategy in which each organism specializes on one of seven possible tasks that it exports a total of six times. (At the instant depicted, the organisms are not exporting NOR, which other colony members export at other times).

Table 2. Observed amounts of division of labor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-switch treatment</th>
<th>Task-switch cost</th>
<th>250 units required</th>
<th>500 units required</th>
<th>1,000 units required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.027 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.400 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.735 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.322 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.813 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.899 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.639 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.066 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.915 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of division of labor observed for various individual-level task switching costs (rows) and colony-level resource requirements for replication (columns). Division of labor is gauged as the Shannon mutual information between the tasks exported and the individuals exporting them, measured across 50 trials for each experimental configuration. High task-switching costs or higher resource requirements were observed to increase evolved division of labor.
evolved to export more tasks that had greater complexity (e.g., control colonies performed 6,600 ± 0.211 different types of tasks in the 1,000-requirement environment, compared with 4,182 ± 0.073 and 5,397 ± 0.095 in the 250 and 500 requirements, respectively). These more-complex tasks entailed a greater intrinsic task-switching cost and made a division of labor strategy increasingly beneficial.

**Mechanisms Used to Perform Division of Labor.** We investigated how the organisms performed division of labor. Organisms could evolve to use stochastic information, communication via messaging, or location awareness to divide up tasks. These mechanisms are each used by organisms in nature (6, 10, 28, 29). Within Avida, we provided instructions enabling organisms to send a message containing two numbers (the specific values were determined by the organisms), receive a message, and sense their x- and y-coordinates. The genome of the ancestor organism did not contain these instructions, and thus organisms had to incorporate them into their genomes by mutation. We isolated the best-performing colony from each of the trials for our central experiment in which colonies were required to amass 500 units of resource to replicate.

To understand the evolved genomes, we took inspiration from molecular genetics studies and conducted knockout experiments, whereby we replaced specific instructions in a genome with a neutral substitute and then observed the behavior of the colony. Fig. 2B depicts a portion of the evolved genome from our case study, and Fig. 2C shows a knockout version of the same genome. We tested each colony with its location-sensing instructions knocked out, and again with its messaging capabilities removed. We found that colonies evolved to make use of stochastic information, spatial location, and communication (knockout data in SI Results and Discussion, Division of Labor Knockout Data). Communication via messaging was the preferred method of task coordination for colonies evolved with higher task-switching costs; colonies evolved with low intrinsic and explicit task-switching costs made only limited use of this mechanism.

**Colony Case Study.** To understand how colonies used messaging to perform division of labor, we analyzed our case-study colony in detail. This colony exported seven tasks (NOT, NAND, AND, ORNOT, OR, ANDNOT, and NOR) in its evolved form but was sterile at both the individual and colony level when messaging capabilities were removed. Its genotype used messaging to send a variety of information, including task results that, when received by neighboring organisms, were used to compute additional logic functions (Fig. 3).

Over the course of its life, each organism in the colony produced seven different messages and attempted to receive one message. Fig. 4 depicts the internal circuitry used by the organisms to create their messages. Each message consisted of a pair of numbers. The organisms evolved to send messages containing (i) input values, (ii) constant values, and (iii) the results of a logic operation. This information was either exogenously supplied (e.g., input numbers generated by executing the input/output instruction), generated by the organism (e.g., constants or new task results), or was relayed information received from organisms.

**Fig. 3.** Depiction of the complex system of task partitioning evolved by our case-study colony. Organisms (squares) export tasks and exchange messages (pairs of arrows) that may include the results of tasks, input values, constants, or previously received messages. Although colonies are limited to 25 organisms at a time, offspring can replace previous organisms; for this case study colony, there are 57 organisms between colony replication events. Each organism sends seven messages and receives one; only successfully received messages are depicted. Organism colors represent tasks exported and thus resources targeted by an organism; black represents organisms that did not export any task. Each message consists of two numbers and is represented by a pair of arrows whose color denotes the contents of the message. Black arrows represent messages that are not the result of a task. *Inset* highlights four of these organisms: the top organism exporting ORNOT (purple) sends a message containing the solutions to the OR (orange) and ORNOT (purple) tasks to a neighboring organism, which NANDs these results together to export NOT (blue) [i.e., \((A \text{ ORNOT } B) \text{ NAND } (A \text{ OR } B) = \text{ NOT } A\)].
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Fig. 4. Internal circuitry used by the organisms in the case-study colony to send seven different messages (depicted as pairs of arrows). Each organism has the same internal circuitry. However, the messages that an organism receives and thus the task it exports may be different from other organisms. The first sent message contains the input values (32-bit numbers available to each organism). The second sent message contains the result of the task exported by the organism (ORNOT) and part of the contents of a message received by the organism—in this case, the result of a task exported by the other organism (OR). The remaining five sent messages contain the result of the task exported by the organism (ORNOT) and one of two constants created by the organism. One of the possible constants involves a bit shift operation (indicated by $\gg$), which essentially makes that component of the message meaningless. Because each organism sends seven messages, but receives only one message, the contents of most messages will not be used by the group.

The task exported by an organism depended on whether it had received a message (Fig. 5A and B). If an organism did not receive a message, then it exported task OR. Otherwise, the organism may have exported one of the other logic operations: Fig. 5C provides a hierarchical perspective on how multiple organisms participate in exporting a more-complex logic operation. We examined the organisms and discovered that they have the internal circuitry to perform only a subset of the logic operations (i.e., NOT, NAND, OR, ORNOT, and OR) that were exported by the group. To export the other tasks (i.e., AND, ANDNOT, and NOR), the organisms relied on messages from other organisms. This reliance upon other organisms to perform tasks that cannot be done by an organism in isolation is the emergence of functionality only accessible to the organisms living in groups.

Division of labor is a hallmark of advanced societies. Its emergence in digital organisms, including task-allocation systems based on communication and other mechanisms, shows that only a few specific conditions are necessary for its evolution. Effectively, colony members decomposed problems by breaking logic tasks into simpler components, solving those components, sharing the solutions, and assembling them into the results of more-complex tasks. This strategy reflects the task-partitioning approach commonly adopted by organisms that perform division of labor (30, 31). For example, leafcutter ants (Atta vollenweideri) decompose the task of tending to fungi into majors that cut leaves, mediae that move leaves from the tree to the colony, and minims that tend to the fungal gardens (5). The leaves are passed from one worker to the next as they are processed. Like this division of labor in the leafcutter ants, the strategy evolved by this digital organism colony exhibits problem decomposition and assembly line processing of task material. Our results suggest that the efficiency advantages afforded by task partitioning are sufficient to favor the evolution of division of labor.

Shifts in Individuality. Major transitions in evolution occur when formerly individual autonomous units that are coexisting within a group shift to a state in which they are intrinsically dependent upon one another (11, 32, 33). These transitions can be fraternal, whereby genetically similar individuals (i.e., close kin) differentiate to create a superorganism [e.g., the origins of multicellularity (21, 34–36)], or egalitarian, whereby formerly distinct organisms come together to create a superorganism that replicates all of its genetic material [e.g., formation of the eukaryotic cell (37)] (32, 38). Two key challenges for fraternal transitions addressed by this study are (i) how genetically identical individuals evolve to exhibit division of labor; and (ii) whether the way in which individuals accomplish this division of labor also results in a loss of lower-level autonomy.

With regard to the first challenge, within our study, colonies placed under high task-switching costs evolved to exhibit division of labor. The colonies used different mechanisms, including stochasticity, spatial location, and communication, depending on experimental conditions. For the second challenge, many of the organisms in colonies under high task-switching costs exhibited a loss of autonomy and specific dependence upon one another. Organisms within these colonies evolved to be reliant upon communication to the extent that individuals were able to perform tasks within the context of their colony that they could not perform alone (SI Results and Discussion, Loss of Task Diversity Resulting from Communication Knockouts). For example, within the case study, an individual in isolation only ever performed task OR; however, a group of these organisms synergistically interacted to perform up to seven different logic tasks. While these organisms contained internal subcircuitry necessary to perform four of the logic operations (i.e., NOT, NAND, ORNOT, OR), the other three logic operations (i.e., AND, ANDNOT, NOR) are emergent functionality requiring computation and communication by two or more organisms. In contrast, most of the colonies evolved with task-switching costs maintained their ability to perform all of the different types of tasks, even when communication capabilities were removed (SI Results and Discussion, Loss of Task Diversity Resulting from Communication Knockouts).

Moreover, when the starting composition of a specialist colony was perturbed to include an individual from a different lineage, the ability of the colony to rapidly perform logic operations to consume resources diminished (SI Results and Discussion, Perturbation of Colony Starting Conditions). However, when the same perturbation was performed on different lineages evolved under low task-switching costs, fitness did not diminish suggesting that these low-level individuals maintained their individuality.

These data serve as preliminary evidence that making it costly for individuals to switch tasks not only favors division of labor but also favors a shift in individuality to a higher level.

Materials and Methods

Avida Digital Evolution Platform. An Avida population consists of a set colonies. Each colony is a $5 \times 5$ toroidal grid that can contain up to 25 clonal digital organisms at one time. Organisms may replicate over one another, thus the colony may contain more than 25 organisms over time. The series of events that take place as part of colony replication are depicted in Fig. 6.

Each digital organism is defined by a circular list of instructions (its genome), a virtual CPU, and its position in the colony. We used genetically identical organisms for this study, to focus on our central question of understanding which evolutionary situations favor division of labor in the absence of competition within the colony. (Further details on how violations of this assumption affect division of labor are given in SI Results and Discussion, Exploring the Conditions Under Which Division of Labor Evolves.) Organisms execute the instructions in their genomes sequentially unless an instruction alters this order. The particular instructions that are executed determine the organism’s behavior, including the ability to sense and change properties of its environment.
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We provide the standard set of Avida instructions (detailed in ref. 23) to enable organisms to perform basic computational tasks (addition, subtraction, bit-shifts, etc.), control execution flow, and allow for replication. Our instruction set also included communication and location-sensing instructions (summarized in Table 3).

Organisms can perform tasks that enable them to accumulate resources from their environment and contribute to colony replication. Resources within this environment are limited. (Further details on how violations of this assumption affect division of labor are given in SI Results and Discussion, Exploring the Conditions Under Which Division of Labor Evolves.) For the majority of experiments, we required the organisms to perform bitwise Boolean logic operations on 32-bit integers. [Lenski et al. (23) provide detailed examples of these operations.]

To study how the presence and magnitude of task-switching costs affect the evolution of division of labor, we created a configurable task-switching penalty. Specifically, if an organism changes the type of task it is performing, then it incurs a time penalty that is applied before the resources for the second task are collected. We implement this time penalty as wasted CPU.

**Fig. 5.** Internal circuitry used by organisms in the case-study colony to export logic operations varies depending on whether they have successfully received a message. (A) An organism that exports operation OR on the input values. This individual does not receive a message (grayed-out lines) and processes inputs A and B through its logic circuitry of three NAND gates. Note {[(A NAND A) NAND (A NAND A) NAND B]} = (A OR B). Thus, this individual performs and then exports the OR task. (B) An organism that exports the results of an ORNOT operation using the contents of a received message. This organism performs the same initial steps as the organism depicted in A. However, it successfully receives a message that overwrites the partially processed input values. It NANDs together the received values to produce the result for ORNOT, which it exports. (C) A hierarchical perspective on how multiple organisms participate via messaging in performing a more-complex logic operation. Within this figure, we depict the same two organisms as in A and B. However, we vary their shape and color to represent the internal logic operations performed, rather than the task exported. The first organism highlighted in orange is the organism in part A. This individual ORs inputs A and B together and as such is represented by an OR gate. Additionally, it passes a message with two components to the second individual: (NOT A) and (A OR B). The second organism (from B) is highlighted in red and is represented by a NAND gate, because it receives the message (represented as blue and orange lines) sent by the first organism and performs a NAND operation on the components of the message. Because of the message contents, which were created by organism A, the resulting operation is (A ORNOT B), which is exported by the organism. Note that (NOT A NAND (A OR B)) = (A ORNOT B). Combined, these two individuals serve as an ORNOT gate, as depicted by the large purple gate surrounding the pair of individuals.

**Fig. 6.** Colony replication process. (A) Colony a (depicted in red) amasses sufficient resources to replicate. (B) A random colony from the population (b, depicted in green) is selected as the target of the replication, and the organisms within the target colony are removed. (C) The genotype of the source colony, a, is used to produce the genotype of the new colony, a’, possibly with mutations. (D) One individual from the new genotype is placed into the target colony. (E) The original colony is also reset to a single organism.
cycles, whereby a CPU cycle is the amount of time it takes an organism to execute one instruction. For each experiment, we conducted 50 trials to account for the stochastic nature of evolution. Within each trial, the Avida world consists of 400 colonies. All genotypes are fixed at a length of 100 instructions. Mutations occur to a genotype when the colony replicates; the mutation rate is set to an average of one mutation per genome per replication event. The trials last for 201,000 updates. After the first 200,000 updates, the colonies go through a 1,000-update ecological period, in which the mutation rate is set to zero. The ecological period prunes dysfunctional colonies that occur as the result of deleterious mutations that are not able to fit in the population. In this case, the ecological phase enables us to better analyze and assess the behavior of the colonies.

Measuring Division of Labor. To measure the amount of division of labor present within a colony, we use Shannon mutual information as proposed by Gorelick et al. (27). Shannon mutual information is defined as:

\[
i(N, M) = \sum_{i\in N, j\in M} p_i \ln \left( \frac{p_{i,j}}{p_i \cdot p_j} \right)
\]

where \(i\) is an organism, \(N\) is the set of organisms that performed a task within the colony, \(j\) is a type of task, and \(M\) is the set of types of tasks. \(p_i\) is the probability of picking individual \(i\) at random. For this study, we treat the probability of all individuals \((p_i)\) as equal. \(p_j\) is the joint probability of a random unit of work being individual \(i\) working on task type \(j\). For this measurement, we normalize by individual productivity, to determine the percentage of time an individual spends on a specific type of task. Thus, we set \(p_i\) equal to the percentage of time each individual spent on task type \(j\) divided by the total number of organisms. \(p_j\) is the probability that individuals are working on task \(j\). To compute \(p_i\), we sum \(p_j\) across all organisms.

Intuitively, Shannon mutual information captures two reciprocal pieces of information: given an individual, how much information do we have about the type of task it spends its time performing, and given a type of task, how much information do we have about the individual that is most likely to be working on performing it? Information will be high when individuals specialize on performing one type of task but the group as a whole contains specialists that focus on performing a diverse set of tasks. Specifically, Shannon mutual information (and division of labor) will be maximized for a given population size and number of tasks performed when each organism is a perfect specialist and the organisms within the colony are evenly divided among the tasks. If all members of a colony are performing the same set of tasks with the same proportions, then information is zero.
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Table 3. Coordination instructions for this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>send-msg</td>
<td>Send a message to a neighbor of the caller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieve-msg</td>
<td>Load the contents of a received message into the caller’s virtual CPU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotate-left-one</td>
<td>Rotate this organism counterclockwise one step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotate-right-one</td>
<td>Rotate this organism clockwise one step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get-role-id</td>
<td>Set register BX to the value of the caller’s role-id register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set-role-id</td>
<td>Set the caller’s role-id register to the value in register BX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bcast</td>
<td>Send a message to all neighboring organisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get-cell-xy</td>
<td>Set register BX and CX to the ((x, y)) coordinates of the caller.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>